
 

 

                 FIF – February 2020          Pattern Operations  
 

Non-towered airport operations can present challenges in Aeronautical Decision Making (ADM). 
 

Traffic conflicts in the traffic pattern can happen at any time.  Pilots must be willing to adjust speed, widen out, 
extend their downwind, or even “break out” of the pattern and reenter on the 45 to provide for spacing with 
other aircraft.  When a pilot elects to do that, they must announce their intentions to other aircraft so everyone is 
on the same page. 
 

Description of scenario: There were multiple aircraft in and around the KDUA pattern with one aircraft doing 
takeoffs and landings, one inbound on the 45 degree to downwind, and one aircraft doing a practice instrument 
approach to the opposite runway intending to do a circling approach maneuver to the active runway.  All 
aircraft had instructors onboard.  The circling aircraft was lower than pattern altitude as per the instrument 
approach procedure.  When the “downwind aircraft” saw the “circling aircraft” lower than them, the 
instructor elected to do a “360” for spacing intending to reenter downwind well behind the “circling 
approach” aircraft.  By doing this, the “360” aircraft came face to face with the 3rd aircraft inbound on the 45 
degree to downwind. 
 

 
Conclusions and Recommendations: 

1. Pilots should be actively looking at all quadrants in the traffic pattern at a non-towered airport looking for traffic 
in not so obvious locations in the pattern 

2. Pilots should announce intentions prior to departure to alert all pilots as to what are their intentions (“Durant 
Traffic Cessna 98SS taking runway 17 Durant Traffic” should be “Durant traffic, Cessna 98SS is taking off 
Runway 17 staying in the pattern - Durant” 

3. Better Communications between pilots – Don’t hesitate to communicate to another pilot on Frequency 122.8.  
(Example: “Cessna aircraft at Durant executing a circling approach to Runway 17 – What is your exact 
location?”) 

4. Aircraft should not execute a 360 on downwind but should exit pattern and renter on 45-degree entry to get a 
better picture of what is going on 

5. Aircraft on instrument approaches should make VFR position reports such as “4 mile final for runway 35” 
rather than “passing final approach fix” 

6. All pilots should willingly and eagerly complete an incident report immediately after the situation happens, not 
days afterwards 
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